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LSERSA Committee Meeting
Tuesday, January 16, 2018 8:00pm

Minute taker

John Lewington (JL)

Attendees

Jim Gibb (JG), John Ali (JA), , Emily Evans (EE), Steve Biggs (SB), Andrew Atkinson (AA),
Natasha Toms (NT), Marna Wakeling (MW), Saul Biggs (SaB), Lindsay Ayton (LA), Dom
Wakeling (DW)

Others

Claire Gravener (CG), Jules Golbey (JG), Keith Evans (KE)

Topic Type

Note

Owner Due

1.

AGENDA Updates from previous meeting:

JL

201801-16

2.

INFO

New Timing Equipment - now built and tested (including Dual Slalom system). Need
a bit of practise setting up in order to be slick before the start of the season. May
need additional volunteers on race days.

AA

201801-16

3.

INFO

Chatham Resurfacing - update. Delivery of 250 mats received two days ago. Plan is
to cover the bottom another five mats wide up to the first exit, then narrower up to
the second exit.

AA

201801-16

4.

AGENDA Regional Training

AA

201804-20

5.

IDEA

6.

AGENDA First Race of the season - to be held at Chatham end of April. Race entry system
has been improved - less susceptible to any errors. Claire has placed order for new
medals (same design as last year).

AA

201804-27

7.

AGENDA Level 1 Officials Course / Volunteers

AA

201804-27

8.

INFO

NT

201804-27

9.

AGENDA SSE Action Plan

10.

INFO

We would like to make use of a number of coaches from different clubs. Emily to
coordinate and provide general programme. Feedback from racers / parents.
Agenda item next meeting is to review coaching collaboration / progress

Online SSE course - Natasha will promote and organise volunteers at races.
Encourage parents to take Level 1 course before the start of the season. Team
captain's meeting to be organised before start of each race - volunteers from every
club represented.

Andy to send out to SSE very shortly (will add some extra detail about the work
Lindsay is doing).

201801-31
AA

201801-31

11.

AGENDA SSE Campaigns

AA

12.

INFO

LA

13.

AGENDA Funding aquired / Sponsors / LSERSA Wishlist: Gazebo, Flag banners, Prize Giving
Display, etc.

14.

INFO

There are three campaigns - we were not in a position to get involved in the first
one. The second one - Lindsay has coordinated with the slope - the slope have
agreed they will run sessions for £5.50 per child during National Schools
Snowsports Week (w/c 23rd April). Good for schools, and for LSERSA - good
introduction to snowsports.
Lindsay hoping to have a visit from Millie Knight to her school - photo session with
SSE?

201804-20

LA

So far since December Lindsay has managed to raise:
£160 from Laurence Willows raffle
Crowdfunder (for microphone): £239.70
Golding Homes sponsorship: £1000 - timing board
Wishlist:
Microphone - £120

Start Ramp - initially money from L.W. raffle and balance requested additional
sponsors
Stubbies - requested from Mary Edmonson Trust
Gazebo - requested from Eurotunnel
LSERSA Flags & Banners - feeling is we should purchase these from our own
money so that they are in place before the start of the season. Lindsay to investigate
prices and present to the committee for a decision.
Nigel has been approached for a sponsorship / discount deal on race gates (buy
one get one free). However, this will be placed on hold for the moment, as we are
investigating alternative suppliers which use the composite bases as these are
generally perceived to be better quality. Emily to contact Robin Kellen for info about
the gates used at Pontypool.
On LSERSA webpage there will be a "sponsors" page. Dom is working on it.
Sponsors (particularly Bartletts and Ski Bitz) need to be informed that no mobile ski
shops will be permitted on site at the Chatham slope. This may affect their decision
to sponsor us.
15.

AGENDA AOB

16.

IDEA

Natasha has access to charity funding of £1000. Bowles have offered (as a
registered charity) to assist LSERSA if they can benefit from a portion of this money.
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JL

201801-16

